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At 2:58 PM on July 14, 2009, Andy McQuitty entered the valley of the shadow of death. “Andy,”
his doctor said, “you have a massive tumor that has broken through the wall of your colon. It’s
cancer. It’s serious. Get in here now.”Hearing you have cancer does more than warn you of
death. It displaces you emotionally and spiritually, as it did for Andy and the roughly 1.7 million
cancer patients diagnosed in America annually. Notes from the Valley gives you a window into
their experience.In the persona of a travel writer sending notes back from the desert, Andy
recounts his journey through stage IV cancer, in which he discovered what King David did in his
own valley: that in suffering, God’s presence isn’t diminished, but magnified.Written with humor
and sensitivity, Notes from the Valley is for anyone on this journey or traveling alongside a loved
one who is. It provides words of wisdom, comfort as it addresses questions like:"Why did I get
cancer?""Does God still love me?""Can I tell Him how I really feel?""Is it possible to suffer
well?""Can any good come of this?"

Andy has given us all a wonderful gift—a comfort beyond human comfort, and a hope beyond
earthly hope.— John Ortberg, senior pastor, Menlo Park Presbyterian Church, author, Soul
KeepingThis book is amazing. Andy shows us how God can be there—is there!—in the worst
moments of life. This book is unflinchingly honest, rooted in eternal truth, filled with hope.— Dr.
Ray Pritchard, president, Keep Believing Ministries, author, Why Did This Happen to Me? Andy
has a wonderful story to tell—but don’t expect to get the cymbals and trumpets out just yet. Let
him take you into the dark depths of his pain and sorrow and concerns for his family and church
and friends. Take this journey with Andy and your heart will swell with glory for the good work of
God in our world today.— Scot McKnight, professor of New Testament, Northern Seminary;
authorAndy’s foundation and framework is solidly scriptural but also very practical. You'll
discover both classic and contemporary illustrations to help broaden any cancer victim's
perspective on this dreaded disease. What a gift this book is to those who battle cancer, but also
to the body of Christ to help all of us minister to those who are ill.— Dr. Gene A. Getz, professor,
pastor, author, Plano, TXThe only thing more terrifying than learning that one has cancer is the
prospect of going through it alone. No one has to fear that any more. This book can be your
companion and guide, pointing you to the hope and the peace that comes from knowing that
God walks the pathway with you. Read it slowly. Read it carefully. Read it well.— Mark Young,
president, Dallas Theological SeminaryIn this powerfully revealing book, my friend Andy
McQuitty shares his own journey in a way that is at the same time transparent and
transformational. If you are battling cancer (or have a loved one who is), you need to read this
book. It will encourage you to continue your fight and empower you to strengthen your faith!—
Ed Young, pastor, author, You! The Journey to the Center of Your Worth For all its darkness,



Cancerland is no God-forsaken place. Those who have walked the Valley with Him find our Lord
is more intimately present here than most places on our planet. Andy’s writing is warmly
personal, biblically insightful, greatly encouraging, and often humorous. The good news is that
you don’t have to walk this lonesome valley by yourself!— Stu Weber, pastor and authorHaving
walked closely with Pastor Andy during his season of cancer, I asked, “Does this rock your
faith?” His response “God is more real and closer to me than ever” is a sentiment that I hold
close to my heart. Andy's friendship has always been a gift to me, but watching him accept his
assignment to go through the Valley of cancer taught me much and has inspired me as I deal
with my own life disappointments and struggles. Whatever season of life you find yourself in, I
know Andy's wisdom and writing will deeply touch you.— Ben Crane, PGA Tour golf
professionalThis book is raw and rugged, not only about the realities of cancer, but more
importantly about the gritty side of ruthless trust in God. If you are fighting what appears to be a
losing battle with cancer, I urge you to listen to and heed the insights of this veteran.— Bill
Hendricks, author, The Light That Never Dies: A Story of Hope in the Shadows of Grief Perhaps
you or someone you know is walking through the Valley and asking the “why me?” question.
Andy McQuitty is your Travel Guide through Cancerland. He isn’t just a pastor providing comfort
and spiritual answers. He is a fellow traveler who has been there and can share his observations
and relevant Scripture. Notes from the Valley provides hope from a personal and biblical
perspective.— Kerby Anderson, president, Probe Ministries’ host, Point of View It is so difficult
for Christians to be transparent about the real life challenges they face. That is not the case for
Andy McQuitty, an author and pastor who invites us into his experience with cancer. Andy
serves as a reliable guide to readers for whom the topic of cancer has hit home. Notes from the
Valley is honest and real.— Mark A. Yarhouse, PsyD, professor of psychology and Rosemarie S.
Hughes Endowed Chair, Regent UniversityNo prepublication of a book have I felt more
compelled to forward to friends and Andy McQuitty’s fellow-travelers in the deep valley of the
gloomy shadow of focused death. However, I shall wait to share its rich presentation of Scripture
and theology from the most credible pulpit of a pastor and preacher—his ongoing experience of
suffering.— Ramesh Richard, president, RREACH; professor, Dallas Theological SeminaryMy
wife and I lost our youngest daughter to cancer, and we know that the desert is indeed part of
the Valley. We can and must find healing for our broken hearts. May the words written in this
book assure you that God’s love is stronger than cancer or any valley you face.— James
Robison, president, LIFE Outreach International, Cohost, LIFE TodayIf you or a loved one is
struggling with cancer allow Andy to guide you through the Valley.He lives there, he knows, and
he’s just a few feet ahead of you on the path.— Pete Briscoe, senior pastor, Bent Tree Bible
FellowshipIn the struggle of your life, you need a travel guide who’s journeyed the terrain of pain.
A cancer survivor, Andy McQuitty has walked through the valley of death while drinking deep
from the fountain of life. Notes from the Valley is the rare book that addresses hard questions
with hope and heart. With Andy as your guide, the quest for survival will lead to a biggerdiscovery
—real LIFE.— Allen Arnold, director of content and resources, Ransomed Heart MinistriesHave



you been looking for a book to give a family fighting with cancer? You’ve found it! Andy’s book is
very personal, based on his own extended time in this deep, dark valley of cancer. It is the
mixture of truth and inspiration he longed for during his many months of struggle. This is a
deeply insightful gospel perspective of both life and death.— Bobb Biehl, executive mentor,
founder and president, Consulting InstituteAndy McQuitty pulls back the curtain on his journey of
rediscovery of the goodness and faithfulness of God. One way that God has redeemed Andy’s
suffering is the insights that all of us gain from his notes from the valley.— Steve Stroope, author,
Tribal Church, lead pastor Lake Pointe Church, TexasAndy recounts his honest emotions
alongside humorous reflections while traversing the treacherous terrain of colon cancer
treatment. If you find yourself in the valley, read this book. With Andy as your guide you will be
anchored to divine Truth, and your journey together will be filled with healthy doses of hope and
encouragement.— John Nieder, LIVE THE WORD, Dallas, TXIn life, it is important to have a
mentor who has experience in things positive and negative, and has the skill to communicate
those experiences. I believe it is imperative that a mentor has great command of how to apply
the Scriptures to our lives in all circumstances. Andy has all of these qualities mastered, and I
hope you will rejoice in the wisdom he shares in these pages.— Justin Leonard, PGA Tour
playerAndy McQuitty accepted his “gift from God” so he can minister to so many others who live
with this disease. As James 1:2 says, “Consider it pure joy, my brothers and sisters, whenever
you face trials of many kinds,” Andy shares the joy that he received through God's love during his
battle with cancer.— Mark Teixeira, first baseman, New York YankeesAndy is my friend, and I
know that the words on these pages truly reflect the work God has done in his life and his heart
through an extremely difficult season. This book is authentic, instructive, and full of hope.— Rev.
Toby Slough, senior pastor, Crosstimbers Community ChurchI have engaged in dialogue with
hundreds of people over the past 40 years about how a loving God could allow suffering. It is
one thing to converse about this as an abstract intellectual problem, and it is incumbent on us to
do so. Yet it is quite another to deal with the experience of deep personal pain. Amazingly,
Andy does both in this wonderful book. You want intellectual answers? Find them here. You
want comfort in the midst of deep personal pain? Find it here from the pen of a fellow traveller,
no mere ivory tower theorizer.— Bill Kraftson, The Search for Meaning--This text refers to the
paperback edition.From the Back Cover"Andy, you have a massive tumor that has broken
through the wall of your colon. It’s cancer. It’s serious. Get in here now." That pronouncement
was an emotional and spiritual change of address to the Valley of the Shadow of Death. Yet what
Andy discovered in that Valley mirrors the experience of King David: that God’s presence was
magnified—not diminished—by his journey there. And so, in the persona of a travel writer
sending notes back from the desert, this Stage IV cancer survivor tackles gut level questions
like:"Why did I get cancer?""Does God still love me?""Can I tell Him how I really feel?""Is it
possible to suffer well?""Can any good come of this?"Written with humor and sensitivity, Notes
from the Valley is for anyone on this journey or traveling alongside a loved one who is craving
words of wisdom, comfort, and purpose.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the



AuthorDR. MCQUITTY spent his high school years in Paris, Texas where his father served as
Senior Minister of a Presbyterian church. Andy is husband to Alice and father to Julie, Elizabeth,
Bonnie, Jonathan and Jeffrey. And most recently, grandpa to Drew and Madeline.Andy is an avid
reader, tennis court rat, golfer, and writer; but his favorite pastime is spent with his family.He is a
graduate of Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois and of Dallas Theological Seminary in Dallas,
Texas. Andy earned his Doctor of Ministry degree from Dallas Theological Seminary in 1997,
receiving the C. Sumner Wemp Award in personal evangelism as well as the John G. Mitchell
Award for outstanding scholarship and effectiveness in ministry.Andy has served as a youth
pastor in Washington State, and as Associate Pastor of a Bible Church in Garland, Texas. He
has faithfully served as Sr. Pastor to Irving Bible Church since 1987. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Read more
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Praise for NOTES FROM THE VALLEYThis book is amazing. Andy shows us how God can be
there—is there!—in the worst moments of life. This book is unflinchingly honest, rooted in eternal
truth, filled with hope.— Dr. Ray Pritchard, president, Keep Believing Ministries; author, Why Did
This Happen to Me?Andy has a wonderful story to tell—but don’t expect to get the cymbals and
trumpets out just yet. Let him take you into the dark depths of his pain and sorrow and concerns
for his family and church and friends. Take this journey with Andy and your heart will swell with
glory for the good work of God in our world today.— Scot McKnight, professor of New
Testament, Northern Seminary; authorAndy’s foundation and framework is solidly scriptural but
also very practical. You’ll discover both classic and contemporary illustrations to help broaden
any cancer victim’s perspective on this dreaded disease. What a gift this book is to those who
battle cancer, but also to the body of Christ to help all of us minister to those who are ill.— Dr.
Gene A. Getz, professor, pastor, author, Plano, TXAndy addresses the hard questions everyone
asks of God during times of suffering by challenging them to think biblically, while helping them
keep an eternal focus. All believers who are suffering in any way will resonate with the deep
truths that are skillfully exposed and will find it easy to apply them to their own situations.— Mark
L. Bailey, president and professor, Dallas Theological SeminaryThe only thing more terrifying
than learning that one has cancer is the prospect of going through it alone. No one has to fear
that any more. This book can be your companion and guide, pointing you to the hope and the
peace that comes from knowing that God walks the pathway with you. Read it slowly. Read it
carefully. Read it well.— Mark Young, president, Denver Theological SeminaryIn this powerfully
revealing book, my friend Andy McQuitty shares his own journey in a way that is at the same
time transparent and transformational. If you are battling cancer (or have a loved one who is),
you need to read this book. It will encourage you to continue your fight and empower you to
strengthen your faith!— Ed Young, pastor; author, You! The Journey to the Center of Your
WorthFor all its darkness, Cancerland is no God-forsaken place. Those who have walked the
Valley with Him find our Lord is more intimately present here than most places on our planet.
Andy’s writing is warmly personal, biblically insightful, greatly encouraging, and often humorous.
The good news is that you don’t have to walk this lonesome valley by yourself!— Stu Weber,
pastor and authorAndy’s friendship has always been a gift to me, but watching him accept his
assignment to go through the Valley of cancer taught me much and has inspired me as I deal
with my own life disappointments and struggles. Whatever season of life you find yourself in, I
know Andy’s wisdom and writing will deeply touch you.— Ben Crane, PGA Tour golf
professionalThis book is raw and rugged, not only about the realities of cancer, but more
importantly about the gritty side of ruthless trust in God. If you are fighting what appears to be a
losing battle with cancer, I urge you to listen to and heed the insights of this veteran.— Bill
Hendricks, author, The Light That Never Dies: A Story of Hope in the Shadows of GriefPerhaps
you or someone you know is walking through the Valley and asking the “why me?” question.



Andy McQuitty is your Travel Guide through Cancerland. He isn’t just a pastor providing comfort
and spiritual answers. He is a fellow traveler who has been there and can share his observations
and relevant Scripture. Notes from the Valley provides hope from a personal and biblical
perspective.— Kerby Anderson, president, Probe Ministries; host, Point of ViewIt is so difficult
for Christians to be transparent about the real life challenges they face. That is not the case for
Andy McQuitty, an author and pastor who invites us into his experience with cancer. Andy
serves as a reliable guide to readers for whom the topic of cancer has hit home. Notes from the
Valley is honest and real.— Mark A. Yarhouse, PsyD, professor of psychology, Regent
UniversityNo prepublication of a book have I felt more compelled to forward to friends and Andy
McQuitty’s fellow-travelers in the deep valley of the gloomy shadow of focused death. However, I
shall wait to share its rich presentation of Scripture and theology from the most credible pulpit of
a pastor and preacher—his ongoing experience of suffering.— Ramesh Richard, president,
RREACH; professor, Dallas Theological SeminaryMy wife and I lost our youngest daughter to
cancer, and we know that the desert is indeed part of the Valley. We can and must find healing
for our broken hearts. May the words written in this book assure you that God’s love is stronger
than cancer or any valley you face.— James Robison, president, LIFE Outreach International,
Cohost, LIFE TodayIf you or a loved one is struggling with cancer allow Andy to guide you
through the Valley. He lives there, he knows, and he’s just a few feet ahead of you on the path.—
Pete Briscoe, senior pastor, Bent Tree Bible FellowshipIn the struggle of your life, you need a
travel guide who’s journeyed the terrain of pain. A cancer survivor, Andy McQuitty has walked
through the valley of death while drinking deep from the fountain of life. Notes from the Valley is
the rare book that addresses hard questions with hope and heart. With Andy as your guide, the
quest for survival will lead to a bigger discovery—real LIFE.— Allen Arnold, director of content
and resources, Ransomed Heart MinistriesHave you been looking for a book to give a family
fighting with cancer? You’ve found it! Andy’s book is very personal, based on his own extended
time in this deep, dark valley of cancer. It is the mixture of truth and inspiration he longed for
during his many months of struggle. This is a deeply insightful gospel perspective of both life and
death.— Bobb Biehl, executive mentor, founder and president, Consulting InstituteAndy
McQuitty pulls back the curtain on his journey of rediscovery of the goodness and faithfulness of
God. One way that God has redeemed Andy’s suffering is the insights that all of us gain from his
notes from the valley.— Steve Stroope, author, Tribal Church, lead pastor Lake Pointe Church,
TXAndy recounts his honest emotions alongside humorous reflections while traversing the
treacherous terrain of colon cancer treatment. If you find yourself in the valley, read this book.
With Andy as your guide you will be anchored to divine Truth, and your journey together will be
filled with healthy doses of hope and encouragement.— John Nieder, LIVE THE WORD, Dallas,
TXIn life, it is important to have a mentor who has experience in things positive and negative,
and has the skill to communicate those experiences. I believe it is imperative that a mentor has
great command of how to apply the Scriptures to our lives in all circumstances. Andy has all of
these qualities mastered, and I hope you will rejoice in the wisdom he shares in these pages.—



Justin Leonard, PGA Tour playerAndy McQuitty accepted his “gift from God” so he can minister
to so many others who live with this disease. As James 1:2 says, “Consider it pure joy, my
brothers and sisters, whenever you face trials of many kinds,” Andy shares the joy that he
received through God’s love during his battle with cancer.— Mark Teixeira, first baseman, New
York YankeesAndy is my friend, and I know that the words on these pages truly reflect the work
God has done in his life and his heart through an extremely difficult season. This book is
authentic, instructive, and full of hope.— Rev. Toby Slough, senior pastor, Crosstimbers
Community Church
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To my beloved Irving Bible Church family whose love and prayers sustained and encouraged me
every step of the way through the Valley …
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Friend,Thank you for choosing to read this Moody Publishers title. It is our hope and prayer that
this book will help you to know Jesus Christ more personally and love Him more deeply.The
proceeds from your purchase help pay the tuition of students attending Moody Bible Institute.
These students come from around the globe and graduate better equipped to impact our world
for Christ.Other Moody Ministries that may be of interest to you include Moody Radio and
Moody Distance Learning. To learn more visit andTo enhance your reading experience we’ve
made it easy to share inspiring passages and thought-provoking quotes with your friends via
Goodreads, Facebook, Twitter, and other book-sharing sites. To do so, simply highlight and
forward. And don’t forget to put this book on your Reading Shelf on your book community
site.Thanks again, and may God bless you.The Moody Publishers Team

FOREWORD: NOTES FROM THE VALLEYI spent the first seven years of ministry at The Village
Church, where I am lead pastor, trying to prepare men and women for the reality of suffering. I
watched as many of my friends and co-laborers were crushed on the rocks of sorrow without the
strong support of understanding how God is at work in the mess. Cotton candy Christianity left
them sick and helpless when meat would have strengthened them for the seas ahead. Without
any wisdom or knowledge of God’s call to suffering, His provision in suffering, and His promise
to always be all that we need, these individuals were unable to say with Charles Spurgeon, “I
have learned to kiss the wave that throws me upon the Rock of Ages.” Instead, they shattered
and sank or fell prey to the ridiculous theologies that make God a genie in a bottle and make us
Aladdin.Teaching on suffering is scarce these days, as most people seem to be drawn more
toward teachings on pragmatic topics. These topics are important and should be dealt with
biblically and faithfully, but the one thing we all have in common regardless of age, race,
education, or socioeconomic status is that we will all suffer. The world is broken; no one will
make it through life without experiencing this reality.To not enter the fray of suffering with the
calming, peace-bringing, hope-strengthening Word of God is to leave people to myths and
empty hopes. I am grateful that Andy is sharing his story with us and pointing to our loving
heavenly Father as he does. I am a traveler alongside him and maybe alongside you. I was
diagnosed with primary brain cancer in 2009 and was told that I had two to three years to live.
One of God’s great mercies to me happened while I was trying to get other people ready: He
was graciously getting me ready. As I read the book, it resonated that you are holding my soul,
and I felt old emotions and joys.When Andy writes of “the barren wilderness” and “the valley of
the shadow of death,” I remember hearing the news. I remember hearing the words cancer,



craniotomy, resection, neuro-rehab. My soul dropped and for several days, I couldn’t find the
ground. I had my own “why me, why not them” moment and wrestled with why God would lay this
path before me. I wept as I read chapter 2, “Immanuel,” because once again I remembered a
type of peace that didn’t make sense, a deep type of joy that wouldn’t leave regardless of how
sick the medicine made me or what I was told my chances were. God was with me, and it made
all the difference.It was during this season that I learned that happiness and joy are not one and
the same. Joy is much more stable than the fragility of happiness. Dark nights of the soul are
better navigated with good guides. Andy is a good guide. If you are personally traveling this path,
I believe this book will touch you. It will make you laugh as you start to feel less alone, knowing
others have been where you are. We have stood on the precipice, we have wrestled with our
fears, we have clung to Jesus, and He has carried us through. I am praying for your strength,
faith, and healing.Your Fellow Traveler,

WELCOME: TRAVEL TIPS FOR THE VALLEYDear Fellow Travelers,I am assuming that you are
perusing these words because you or someone you love has been tapped by God to go on a trip
to the Land of Cancer.1 If that is true, I’d like to offer you my condolences quickly followed up by
a hearty welcome to the journey.I have received my own posting orders to Cancerland and can
attest to the grating, fearful, unbelieving sense of desperation they inevitably bring. I’m so sorry
you are having to deal with this most unwelcome invitation to such an unexpected journey with
an uncertain destination. You know intuitively that you are in for a tough trip at best, and therefore
I won’t sugarcoat it as a tourist’s jaunt to a vacation spot. It’s actually an arduous trip through a
desert valley, and I truly wish you could avoid it altogether.But since you are already a bona fide,
card-carrying invitee on this difficult trek, I may as well welcome you. It is not a trip any of us
wanted to make, but since we’re going, we might as well make the best of it, don’t you think?
And we really can, you know. The desert may not be Shangri La, but it does have its charms,
especially since, as people of faith, our guide is God Himself. As a cancer survivor friend
whispered in my ear when he hugged me at the news of my own diagnosis, “This is the most
difficult journey you’ll ever take but also the most blessed.” He was right. Membership in the
cancer club may not be the hottest ticket in town, but it is inarguably one of the most exclusive.
So welcome aboard, fellow traveler. We Christ-followers who are already in this Valley are so
happy to have your company with our motley but hopeful crew.As a Christian minister, it has
been my privilege to travel the world over. Most of those trips have been both strenuous and
blessed, just like our joint venture to Cancerland. On each one, I’ve benefitted greatly from the
advice and tips of guides who have gone before me. Whether it was negotiating a coup attempt
in Haiti, nocturnally bouncing at high speed around mountain corners in Congo, or picking my
way through a sodden Colombian rain forest at nightfall, I relied on the wisdom of trusted
travelers who had gone before me to keep me instructed, motivated, and encouraged along the
way.But then I suddenly boarded the express train for the Land of Cancer at 2:58 p.m. on July
14, 2009, with these post-colonoscopy words from my doctor. “Andy, you have a massive tumor



that has broken through the wall of your colon. It’s cancer. It’s serious. Get in here now.” Perhaps
you have recently heard similar words from your physician. If so, I’m confident that you share my
amazement at how completely the cancer diagnosis changes everything. One moment I’m
sitting at my desk, minding my own business and tinkering with the possibility of playing golf on
Saturday afternoon. The next moment my business had changed from leading a church to
battling cancer, and I wound up not playing golf but donating twelve inches of my colon to
medical science. That was a triple bogey I frankly had not anticipated. Perhaps you can relate!
However the fun was just beginning as I realized that, though I still physically lived in Texas, what
amounted to my death sentence (I was given only an 8 percent chance of surviving Stage IV
colon cancer) had instantly transported me to a wholly different spiritual and emotional country
that Jeremiah 2:6 (KJV) describes as “the wilderness … a land of deserts and of pits, through a
land of drought, and of the shadow of death.” It’s the land that David dubbed the “valley of the
shadow of death” in the twenty-third psalm.What I’ve discovered so far in this strange Land is a
marvelous serendipity. When I entered the Valley, things changed perceptibly. My focus was
initially on my cancer. But God graciously refocused me—on my faith. Delightfully, I discovered
under fire what I had always secretly hoped would be the case before the going got tough. And
that is that following Jesus Christ is an adventure made more joyous, not less, by an increasingly
difficult terrain. I discovered that faith in God is not merely a doughy, pietistic exercise in futility
but rather the substance of things hoped for and the evidence of things not seen. I discovered
that the gospel for which I had worked and sacrificed actually becomes more, not less, real. I
discovered that God shows up in this place like no place else and removes the veil from my
eyes, giving sight to my faith, and definitively proving that He is a very present help in time of
trouble.Alexander Solzhenitsyn famously thanked God for prison because of what God taught
him there. In a similar vein and for the same reason, I thank God for the Valley. I have found that
faith in this Valley draws one into a world shorn of fearful caution. While I battle the physical
scourge of cancer, the life of faith teems with thrills, boldness, danger, shocks, some reversals,
yes, but also triumphs and epiphanies. For the first time in my life, I find myself relating to the
apostle Paul whom I behold in Scripture boldly traipsing through the known world while
contemplating risky trips to what must have seemed the antipodes (Spain), shaking the dust
from his sandals and worrying not about the morrow, but only the moment. I dare to imagine
that’s how it was for him then, so it is for me (and you) now. We are embarking on no safe journey
here, but it promises not to bore.Since I’m already here in the Valley and have been for some
time, I thought I would volunteer for a new role: travel writer. I’m actually uninterested in writing
for tourists and much more keen on writing for travelers. My friend Allen Arnold draws the
distinction between these two admirably: “I once read a great article contrasting a tourist from a
traveler. A tourist was defined as one who wanted to fly in and out, not get their hands dirty and
have a largely manufactured experience. A traveler, on the other hand, came packed to stay
longer and experience the environment in a more intimate way. Stay with the locals. Go off the
beaten path. Come back changed rather than entertained.”2There’s no question that I’m not



writing for mere tourists in these pages. My friends, I know that you have not come to the Valley
to sightsee. You have not embarked on this journey as an amusement but as a calling. You are
not a tourist, but a Traveler as am I. Since I’m just a little farther along on this journey, it would be
my privilege to share some tips with you in these pages that are calculated to keep you
instructed and inspired.And so I propose to send a travel report back to my old homeland where
people know they’re going to die someday but still insist on living like they’re immortal. I
affectionately refer to this homeland as Myopia because spiritually, that’s what afflicted me for
the fifty-three years I lived there. But now that I’ve arrived in the Valley, I long to share with you
who come closely behind me what I have newly seen.So Faithful Spy, that’s me, your new Travel
Writer, reporting from the Valley.As an inveterate Harley-rider pastor, I value the annual Blessing
of the Bikes in which my biker brothers and sisters come together to pray for God’s protection,
help, and blessings throughout our upcoming dangerous two-wheeled excursions. It strikes me
that a similar blessing is appropriate for all of us in this even more dangerous excursion of ours
through the Valley. So as we begin, please receive from me the following blessing that my friend
singer/songwriter Jenny Simmons originally conferred on me (just substitute your name for
“Andy”) when I first entered this strange land of Cancer:I pray, Andy, when you are scared, God
will meet you in this foreign country. I pray, friend, that when you feel lost and homesick for the
life that was, you will meet God in this foreign country. I pray, Pastor, that when you feel out of
your element, when you experience culture shock, you and God will adjust in the new land, as
good friends, ex-pats, in an adventure … for the Savior who greets us in the midst of our fear,
anger, homesick, and humble new beginnings smiles, offers us a well-worn chair, and a warm
but amazing Guinness and says, “Welcome home, child.”Please know my friends that I am
praying these same prayers for all of you,3 and that I consider it a special privilege that you
would allow me to walk along with you on this journey. As we go, I pray that hope will blaze in
your heart, that faith will lift you, and that love will sustain you every step of the way.Your Intrepid
Travel Writer,MY FRIEND DR. LARRY PARSLEY THREW DOWN THE FOLLOWING
GAUNTLET TO ME AS I BEGAN WRITING THESE MISSIVES FROM THE VALLEY:Preachers
too can learn to inspire listeners with exhibits from distant lands. We should be like the faithful
spies of Numbers 13, who point to the gigantic grape clusters from the Valley of Eschol and say
to the people, “There’s more where that came from.” Our sermons should be sprinkled with
stories of faithful believers who faced down Amalekites and lived to sink their teeth into the fruit
of the land. Our preaching can reassure fellow travelers that the very place, which is presently a
“Valley of Weeping,” can be transformed into a “place of refreshing springs” (Psalm 84:6 NLT). Or
as that great travel writer John Bunyan might put it, our ultimate destination is not the “Slough of
Despond, but the Celestial City.”4
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Sharon Mankin, “A must-have companion for those who suffer.. When I was diagnosed with
cancer 13 years ago, I navigated the valley of the shadow. It was a difficult season, but a great
relief to find that the God I loved became a real and present help in those days. Years later, I
read Andy's book in a season of fear that arose as I experienced pain and symptoms that might
indicate a return of that original cancer. What a great comfort it was! Thankfully, I remain cancer-
free, but count it a privilege that I had the opportunity to practice trusting God with my life, once
again. Notes from the Valley gave me the TRUTH I needed to reset my feet on the rock and
reestablish my life on the eternal timeline.Andy put into words what I feel must be the great
blessing in a believers journey through cancer:"I discovered under fire what I had always
secretly hoped would be the case before the going got tough. And that is that following Jesus
Christ is an adventure made more joyous, not less, by an increasingly difficult terrain." ~Andy
McQuitty, Notes from the ValleyThis is the perfect book to offer friends who are suffering and in
need of a companion and guide to point them to the truth that God is with them.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Amazing Journey through extreme difficulty. You need this book, Andy
McQuitty has written an insightful book, based on his journey through Cancerland. I sincerely
wish that I had this book before my own dad (with honor, dignity and laughter) walked through
his journey with pancreatic cancer. Though my Dad went to be with the Lord several years back I
still gained insight about the process through the honesty of Andy's writing's. It is a must read for
family, caregivers (both professional and private/relatives). I will be purchasing more to give to
others that are walking through the journey personally or tangentially.”

Mz Priz, “Yes, He can!!. I purchased two of these books, one for myself because two of my
children and me have been in the valley, and one for my brother-in-law who is now in the valley.
It is written by a pastor who was in the valley and has many biblical references. If you are like my
BIL and not spiritually inclined, you probably won't enjoy this one. On the other hand, if you are a
believer you will "get it" completely. I loved it! If you are in the valley and believe God can heal
you, PLEASE buy this one!”

Dave Burchett, “A Wonderful Story of God's Grace and Peace in the Valley. Andy McQuitty has
been one of the most important people in my life. Andy walked with my wife and I through the
death of our fourteen month old daughter many years ago. His compassion, wisdom and heart
were so helpful to us in our valley. When I heard Andy was writing about his own journey through
the valley of cancer I knew what to expect. Honesty, humor, insight, truth and grace. Notes from
the Valley does not disappoint. Andy takes on cancer in his own inimitable style and he provides
a Biblical road map for anyone who finds themselves in the valley of cancer or any other dark
and scary place. His humor and hard won lessons are invaluable for those in the valley but just
as important to those who will someday be there. Andy tells a wonderful story of a father and son



who finish a brutal wilderness hike that historically only ten percent of the hikers finished. The
father and son learned that the ones that made it determined in advance to finish no matter what
happened and that bad things were going to happen along the way. Because of their resolve
they made it to the end. Andy's book prepares each of us to "finish" no matter how difficult the
trail might be through our own valley. I definitely recommend that you buy this book whether you
are in the valley now or wondering if you could make it through when you get there.”

Dan R, “Deeply insightful and applicable even if cancer is not part of your journey. I've known
Andy since the late 70's and he has been a voice of reason and perspective throughout the story
of my life. This book is a travel chest full of insight and perspective. Regardless of what you are
going through, this book will help bring purpose and and direction to your valley experience.
"Never bail out until God has had a chance to finish what He is doing." This book will help
change your perspective and give you hope through your journey.”

berakhah, “So glad I read this book!. A very insighful commentary about the author's personal
battle with cancer; however, the principles he discusses could be applied to many profoundly
challenging situations in life. Definitely worth the read. After you read the book, keep it handy - it
would be a great resource to share with family or friends.”

Joe Womack, “Pastor walks the walk. We've all been touched by Cancer, most of us by affected
loved ones. This is an amazing, authentic journey by a very human author. You'll find a very
inspiring tale from a pastor walking the walk after years of talking the talk. There is no ghost
writer here; you'll hear Dr. Andy McQuitty's fears, frustrations, valleys and reasons for hope.
Notes is theological sound, yet refreshingly approachable. Chapter 5 on suffering will rank
among the best in Christian apologetics and encourage us all. Whether you are in the valley of
CancerLand or my world of Myopia, this is a must read. My perspective and sense of urgency for
living will be forever changed. Thank you Andy and the God you serve.”

John White, “Read and then share!. A friend from work gave me a copy of this book when my
son was diagnosed with cancer. This book provided me with peace and trust that was a
welcomed relief.Now I order 4-5 at a time to keep available to share with those that are also
diagnosed. Those people that I provided the book repeat the same outcome.Please read the
book and share the message.”

Elizabeth todd, “... for those who have been deep in the valley like Andy and for those not having
experienced that depth .... I thought this book was a book of comfort for those who have been
deep in the valley like Andy and for those not having experienced that depth yet I thought it was
a book of encouragement, and I believe Gods promise that he never leaves us alone,”

The book by Andy Mcquitty has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 46 people have provided feedback.
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